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With the opening in August 2021, Rhain Dubai is the latest new addition

“fine dining” concept created by the ELH Group. It is the perfect

destination of choice for all meat & foodie lovers and wine connoisseurs

who pursuit perfection, elegance and a savoir faire! Our International

Restaurant not only offers a wide range of exceptional prime meat cuts,

an astonishing fresh seafood display and outstanding signature dishes

but also guarantees an explosion of amazing flavours that will melt on

your palate!

 

For our “Meat & Foodie Lovers” – our variety of our splendid meat cuts like

our Australian Wagyu BMS 9+ 600 days grain fed beef and as everything

else, are directly sourced from world-wide best merchants for the highest

quality and prepared by our super talented and passionate chefs on an

authentic charcoal grill. Rhain Dubai provides a blend of stylish and

modern fine dining experience with entertainment including tableside

preparation and show butchers. Rhain offers the most incredible dishes

prepared from the freshest ingredients to delight any experienced

palates – Our promise to you!

 

For our “Wine Connoisseurs”- we offer jaw-dropping breadth and depth

when it comes to choosing a bottle of wine, from the most known Grand

Crus to the small hidden beauties the world has to provide. From the new

world like Opus one, Penfolds and Chocolate Block to the old-world icons

like Vega Sicilia, Masseto and Château Mouton Rothschild along with

many more which are all temperature controlled in our Eurocave wine

fridges and some are even served by the Coravin system.

 

A B O U T  U S



Our food is freshly prepared to order using only the freshest
ingredients, and all meats and foods are cooked to your

perfection over an authentic charcoal flame grill.
 

All of our staff are passionate, friendly and most of all
knowledgeable. You will never be too indecisive on your choice
of wine with our professional sommelier in-house to teach you

something new! 
 

World class experience, picking your own meat cut or our daily
catch of seafood from our counter display, table side meat

carving, qualified Sommelier expertise along with live
entertainment shows at your table; Rhain Dubai's experience is

surely endless and will leave you to ‘Meat’ us again!
 

Visit us every Weekend for the all-new extravagant live
performances including a DJ & Singer every Weekend between
9pm to late. Join us for the most luxury dinner-with-a-show in

Dubai and book now.
 

This year, we are launching a new wine tasting session too!
Where you can try our best bites and large variety of wines from

around the world...Sip, sip, hooray!
 

S E R V I C E S

Open Kitchen

Meat & Seafood display

Show Butcher

Meat carving

Walk in Wine Cellar

Live DJ, entertainment and shows

Table side food preparation a selection of beverages



At Rhain we have worked with a number of
internationally established publications since our
launch in 2021.  Some of the publications that we
feature in include FACT magazine, WhatsOn, The

National, BBC Good Food and our most recent partners
Time Out Dubai & Fact Mag - where we have just been

freshly nominated as the Best Steakhouse in Dubai
2022.

 
At Rhain, we are consistently looking for new ways to
spread the word about our restaurant, and are always

open to listen to any potential opportunities.
 
 

P A R T N E R S H I P S



O U R  B R A N D S

ELH Group is an international leading hospitality group with
many trendy brands under its own portfolio, all inspired by

the modern global traveler and consumer.
We truly offer a multilateral perspective on all aspects of

hospitality, with proven experience and success in currently
3 countries, with over a dozen of different F&B concepts

from steakhouses, beach clubs to bar lounges and
restaurants well as boutique hotels. Rhain Dubai is only one

of our ventures. 
 

Check out our other Dubai based brands Nargui Five and
SKY5 if you're looking to party after your Rhain experience.

ELH group is also opening a new French concept restaurant
in 2022, so keep your eyes peeled...

 
 


